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Abstract
Large-scale cloud services deploy hundreds of configuration changes to production systems daily. At such velocity, configuration changes have inevitably become prevalent causes of production failures. Existing misconfiguration detection and configuration validation techniques only check configuration values. These techniques cannot detect common types of failure-inducing configuration changes, such as those that cause code to fail or those that violate hidden constraints.

We present ctests, a new type of tests for detecting failure-inducing configuration changes to prevent production failures. The idea behind ctests is simple—connecting production system configurations to software tests so that configuration changes can be tested in the context of code affected by the changes. So, ctests can detect configuration changes that expose dormant software bugs and diverse misconfigurations.

We show how to generate ctests by transforming the many existing tests in mature systems. The key challenge that we address is the automated identification of test logic and oracles that can be reused in ctests. We generated thousands of ctests from the existing tests in five cloud systems.

Our results show that ctests are effective in detecting failure-inducing configuration changes before deployment. We evaluate ctests on real-world failure-inducing configuration changes, injected misconfigurations, and deployed configuration files from public Docker images. Ctests effectively detect real-world failure-inducing configuration changes and misconfigurations in the deployed files.

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Large-scale cloud and Internet services evolve rapidly and deploy hundreds to thousands of configuration changes to production systems daily [35, 38, 53, 55]. For example, at Facebook, thousands of configuration changes are committed daily, outpacing the frequency of code changes [55]. Other cloud services such as Google and Azure also frequently deploy configuration changes [9, 10, 38].

The high velocity of configuration changes has led to prevalent configuration-induced failures. For example, faulty configurations are the second largest cause of service disruptions in a main Google production service [5]. At Facebook, 16% of service-level incidents, including major outages [54], are induced by configuration changes [55]. Similar levels of severity and prevalence of configuration-induced failures occur in other cloud systems [19, 34, 40, 42, 74].

Based on our experience from analyzing hundreds of configuration-induced incidents, failure-inducing configuration changes are rarely caused by trivial mistakes (e.g., typos). This rarity is attributed to the DevOps practices that enforce change review and validation [6, 27, 55]. As a result, the root causes of configuration-induced failures are often non-trivial; they commonly reside in the program and not in the changed configurations. Failures typically occur when valid configuration changes expose dormant software bugs [55] and when configuration changes violate undocumented, hidden configuration constraints. The root causes of the former are in the program, while the latter are often due to configuration design or implementation flaws [69]. Review and validation of configuration changes alone can hardly detect failures resulting from these root causes.

Researchers have proposed several configuration validation and misconfiguration detection techniques [70]. These include new languages and frameworks for implementing validators [6, 27, 55], detection techniques that use machine learning and document analysis to infer correctness rules on configuration values [38, 43, 44, 49, 50, 59, 61, 75, 77], and type or constraint checkers [48, 67]. These techniques are successful, but they are limited:

- Existing techniques only check configuration values and cannot detect configuration changes that cause code to fail.
- Very few existing techniques can detect “legal misconfigurations” [71], which have syntactically and semantically valid values but result in unexpected behavior.
- It is costly and hard for human-written or machine-learned rules to check the often subtle, version-specific [78], and inconsistent [69] configuration requirements.

1.2 Contributions
We present ctests, a new type of tests for detecting failure-inducing configuration changes to prevent production failures.
Ctests take a simple and effective approach—connecting software tests with production system configurations. In this way, ctests can test configuration changes in the context of code that is affected by the changes. A ctest is parameterized by a set of system configuration parameters. Running a ctest instantiates each of its input parameters with a configuration value from production or a value to be deployed to production. Like regular software tests, ctests exercise system code and assert that program behavior satisfies certain properties (correctness, performance, security, etc). Ctests can be unit, integration, or system tests.

Existing software testing techniques do not connect tests to actual production system configurations. Rather, existing testing techniques sample possible configurations through systematic or random exploration of the enormous space of configuration value combinations [37]. Systematic exploration can be prohibitively expensive due to combinatorial explosion [39], while random exploration can have a low probability of covering all offending values that can cause production failures. Ctests have neither the cost of systematic exploration nor the low coverage of random exploration. By connecting tests to production system configurations, ctests can effectively detect failure-inducing configurations.

Ctests can test entire system configurations or incremental configuration changes in the form of configuration file “diffs.” Our ctest infrastructure (see §3) supports selectively running only the ctests that are relevant to a configuration change, instead of re-running all ctests. Selectively running ctests saves testing time—most real-world configuration changes modify only a few configuration values [55].

We show how to generate ctests by transforming the existing and abundant tests in mature software projects in an automated fashion that reuses well-engineered test logic and oracles. The main challenge that we address is the automated identification of test logic and oracles that can be transformed into ctests. Existing test logic may assume specific configuration values. Such assumptions can be implicit (assuming default values) or explicit (hardcoding certain values). Thus, naïve parameterization will not always generate valid ctests.

Our transformation identifies and respects the intent of existing tests that assume specific configuration values. First, configuration parameters whose values are explicitly re-assigned in the test code are excluded from the input parameter set of a ctest. Then, the values of the parameters used in candidate ctests are varied to observe the corresponding test output. We exclude parameters whose values are hard-coded in a test because such tests will fail on different but valid values. Our tests-to-ctests transformation is mechanized in a toolchain and we successfully generated 7,974 ctests by transforming the existing test suites in five cloud systems.

Ctests address the following limitations of existing configuration validation and misconfiguration detection techniques:

- Ctests can detect failure-inducing configuration changes where the root cause of the failure is in the code.
- Ctests can detect legal misconfigurations by capturing the resulting unexpected system behavior.
- Ctests can be generated from existing tests, without incurring the high cost of learning or codifying rules.

Our results show that ctests can effectively detect failure-inducing configuration changes before deploying them to production. We evaluated ctests using 64 real-world configuration-induced failures, 1,055 diverse misconfigurations generated by error injection rules, and 92 deployed configuration files from publicly-available Docker images.

Ctests detected the failure-inducing configurations in 96.9% of the real-world failures. The ctests that detected these real-world failures were transformed from the tests in the older version of the systems on which the failures were reported. That is, ctests could have detected these failures earlier. Ctests also detected 10 misconfigurations in 7 deployed files. Additionally, our ctest generation process exposed 14 previously unknown bugs, including a bug that users encountered after we reported it [24]. Developers confirmed 12 of these 14 bugs and fixed 10 of them.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- Ctests enable a simple and effective approach for detecting failure-inducing configuration changes.
- We present how to generate ctests by transforming the many existing tests in mature systems.
- We show that ctests can effectively detect real-world configuration-induced failures early, during testing.

2 Background and Examples

We describe how ctests address the limitations of existing techniques for validating configuration values [6, 27, 48, 55, 67] and techniques for detecting specific types of misconfigurations [38, 43, 44, 49, 50, 59, 61, 62, 75, 77].

Checking configurations based on program behavior: A key capability of ctests is to check how actual configuration values impact program behavior. This capability is essential for detecting configuration changes that result in code failures or expose dormant bugs. In our experience, checking program behavior can be more effective in capturing failure-inducing configuration changes than checking configuration values against rules (which are usually incomplete).

Figure 1 uses a real-world issue from HBase [21] to illustrate the capability of ctests. There, a ctest detects a misconfiguration that degrades performance (“too many handlers can be counter-productive” [56]). The ctest is generated from an existing test in the reported HBase version. It asserts on the computed schedule with the expected behavior that handler counts are not affected by configuration changes. The offending value is “legal” [71] but the reported version had no validation code to check the expected behavior.
Ctests are generic. They can detect configuration changes. Techniques focus on detecting specific kinds of misconfigurations. Such bugs are common root causes of configuration-related incidents (§3.2). Ctests do not suffer from limitations of post-deployment configuration checking (e.g., disallowing operations with side effects to avoid corrupting production system states as in PCheck [67]). The goal of ctests is to test every configuration change early, during testing. Ctests can be run selectively on configuration file “diffs” to save testing time (§3.2). Ctests do not suffer from limitations of post-deployment configuration checking (e.g., disallowing operations with side effects to avoid corrupting production system states as in PCheck [67]).

### 3 Ctest Overview

The idea behind ctests is to connect production system configurations to software tests, enabling the checking of configuration changes against program properties in the context of code affected by the configuration changes. Ctests detect both misconfigurations caused by assigning invalid values to configuration parameters and bugs in the code that are exposed by changing configuration parameters to new valid values.

#### 3.1 Ctest Definition

A ctest, $\hat{t}(\hat{P})$, is a test $\hat{t}$ that is parameterized by a set of system configuration parameters $\hat{P}$. Running a ctest instantiates each parameter $p \in \hat{P}$ with a concrete value. In particular, each $p \in \hat{P}$ in a ctest can be instantiated with a value from the production system configuration or a configuration change (in the form of a configuration file “diff”) to be deployed. Note that $\hat{P}$ is typically only a very small subset of all system configuration parameters, denoted as $P$. That is, $|\hat{P}| << |P|$. Ctests can be unit, integration, or system tests. Like regular software tests, a ctest can assert on different kinds of program properties: correctness, performance, security, etc. Ctests can be written from scratch by developers, or they can be generated from existing software tests (see §4). Our generation procedure reuses test logic and assertions in existing tests during transformation to ctests.

#### 3.2 Ctest Usage

Ctests can check an entire system configuration, a configuration change, or a configuration file. So, ctests can be used both as a traditional configuration file checker and as an enabler of configuration checking during continuous integration and the-art techniques to detect. Such misconfigurations involve (1) custom regular expressions, user commands, and URIs (statistical analyses and machine learning can detect outliers but cannot deal with custom values [67]), (2) invalid content referred to by path-related configurations (most existing techniques only check metadata), (3) violations of undocumented constraints that cannot be found by text-based document analysis [44, 59, 65], and (4) dependencies among multiple configuration parameters [12]. Figures 8 and 9 show examples of misconfigurations detected by ctests that are hard to detect using existing techniques.
Ctests are complementary to configuration validation, similar to how software testing complements static analysis for bug detection.

**Ctests for checking entire system configurations.** We define a system configuration as the values of all configuration parameters in the system denoted as \( C = \bigcup_{i=1}^{\infty} \{ (p_i \mapsto v_i) \} \) (it assigns a value \( v_i \) to every parameter \( p_i \) in \( \mathbb{P} \)). Running a ctest, \( i(\hat{P}) \), instantiates each parameter \( p_i \in \hat{P} \) with its value in the system configuration \( v_i \) such that \( (p_i \mapsto v_i) \in C \). To test the system configuration, \( C \), all available ctests are run. \( C \) passes if all ctests pass and fails if any ctest fails.

**Ctests for checking configuration changes.** In modern continuous integration and deployment, a configuration change has the form of a configuration file “diff”. A diff typically only changes the values of a small set of configuration parameters, \( P_D \) \(^{[55]}\). It updates the system configuration from \( C \) to \( \hat{C} \) by changing each \( p_d \in P_D \)’s value from \( v_d \) to \( v_d' \). Formally, we define a configuration diff \( D = \{ (p_d \mapsto v_d') \mid p_d \in P_D \text{ and } (p_d \mapsto v_d) \in C \text{ and } v_d \neq v_d' \} \).

For a given diff \( D \), a ctest \( i(\hat{P}) \) can be used to test \( D \) if at least one configuration parameter in \( D \) is in its input parameter set \( \hat{P} \) (i.e., if \( P_D \cap \hat{P} \neq \emptyset \)). We use this test selection criterion to re-run only the subset of ctests whose outcome could be altered by \( D \), instead of re-running all ctests after every configuration change.

A selected ctest \( i(\hat{P}) \) can be run before deploying \( D \) to production by assigning values in \( D \) to the ctest’s parameters that are in \( D \) and assigning values in \( C \) to the ctest’s parameters that are not in \( D \). Precisely, assign \( v_d' \) to each \( p_d \in \hat{P} \cap P_D \), where \( (p_d \mapsto v_d') \in D \); then, assign \( v \) to each \( p \in \hat{P} - P_D \), where \( (p \mapsto v) \in C \). Ctests with \( \hat{P} \cap P_D = \emptyset \) do not need to be run when testing \( D \). A configuration diff, \( D \), passes if all selected ctests pass and fails if any selected ctest fails.

**Ctests for checking configuration files.** A configuration file typically only assigns values to a subset of \( \mathbb{P} \). Parameters whose values are not assigned in the configuration file receive their default values. So, ctests treat a configuration file as a diff which updates the default system configuration with the configuration values that are set in the file.

**Locating offending configuration values.** If a ctest is newly failing on a configuration diff, \( D \), then the offending parameters must be in \( \hat{P} \cap P_D \), unless the tests are flaky \(^{[8]}\). Parameters in \( D \) are typically very few, e.g., 49.5% of configuration changes have two-line revisions \(^{[55]}\). We discuss our experience on inspecting ctest failures in §7.

### 3.3 Creating a Ctest Infrastructure

Ctest infrastructure can be built on top of existing software testing frameworks. Specifically, a ctest can be run in the same way as a regular software test by instantiating the test’s input parameters with system configuration values. We built our current ctest infrastructure on top of the Maven build system \(^{[36]}\)—all the systems that we study use Maven to compile and run their test suites (§5.1). It should be straightforward to extend our infrastructure to support other build systems such as Gradle \(^{[16]}\), Bazel \(^{[7]}\), and Buck \(^{[11]}\).

Ctests should be run in a hermetic test environment (a common software testing practice \(^{[41]}\)). Ctests are best run in the same environmental setup as in production because ctests can capture environment-specific, configuration-induced failures (e.g., Figure 8). Our current infrastructure supports running ctests in Linux containers.

**Ctest selection.** Ctest selection is critical for utilizing ctests during continuous integration and deployment of configuration diffs. Regression test selection, which reruns tests that are affected by code changes \(^{[17]}\), does not work for configuration changes. We build our ctest selection mechanism using the test selection criterion described in §3.2: it only runs ctests that are parameterized by parameters in \( D \).

**Configuration versioning.** We store the latest version of the system configuration \( C \) to be updated after a configuration diff passes ctest and is deployed (§3.2). So, our infrastructure can instantiate ctests with updated parameter values in \( C \).

### 4 Ctest Generation

Ctests can be generated by transforming existing tests in mature software projects with reasonable manual effort. The generated ctests inherit test logic and assertions from the original tests. The inherited assertions hold for all correct configuration values.

Ctest generation proceeds in two steps. First, the existing tests are parameterized by system configuration parameters, so that they can be run against different system configurations (§3.2). We describe in §4.1 how to parameterize an existing test \( t \) to obtain \( i(\hat{P}) \) (or \( i \) in short), where \( \mathbb{P} \) represents all the configuration parameters of the target system. Second, the parameterized tests are transformed into ctests.

A parameterized test \( i \) may not be directly usable as a ctest if the original test \( t \) contains test logic or oracles that assume specific configuration values. The resulting parameterized test \( i \) may fail incorrectly on valid configuration values if the subsequently resulting ctest is run against new values that are not the assumed values. So, if \( i \) assumes specific values of a configuration parameter \( p \in \mathbb{P} \), \( i \) cannot be a ctest for \( p \). But \( i \) can still be a ctest for another independent parameter, say \( q \in \mathbb{P} \), if \( i \) does not assume a value for \( q \). In short, if \( i \) assumes a value for \( p \) but not for \( q \), \( i \) can result in a ctest for \( q \) but not for \( p \). We address the challenge of identifying, among all configuration parameters exercised by \( i \), those that can be included in the input parameter set \( \hat{P} \) of the resulting ctest \( i(\hat{P}) \). In this example, \( q \in \hat{P} \) and \( p \notin \hat{P} \). We describe in §4.2 how to identify \( \hat{P} \) from \( \mathbb{P} \) when generating a ctest \( i(\hat{P}) \) from \( i \).

One can optionally rewrite generated ctests to allow generated ctests check more configuration parameters or to generate
new ctest.

### 4.3 Parameterization

The first step in generating ctests is to parameterize an existing test $t$ into $\hat{t}$, so that $t$ can be run by instantiating the parameters with actual system configuration values. Parameterization requires changing test code to read configuration values at runtime, as provided by ctest infrastructure (§3.3), instead of from default configuration files or other test files. To generate large numbers of ctests, parameterization is automated.

We find that systematic parameterization can be done by intercepting the configuration APIs that existing tests use for reading configuration values. Figure 3 exemplifies our interception of Hadoop’s configuration API. The idea is to overwrite configuration values as the final step of configuration loading. Thus, when the test code reads configuration values from configuration APIs, the values come from the configurations maintained by the ctest infrastructure (§3.3). Our parameterization approach minimizes the changes needed and avoids changing individual tests. Our approach is applicable to many (if not all) modern cloud systems, but its implementation is project-specific. We implemented parameterization for five cloud systems (§5.1) and validated its applicability to other systems including Spark and OpenStack.

The parameterization step produces a parameterized test $\hat{t}(\hat{P})$, for each test $t$, where $\hat{P}$ is the set of all system configuration parameters. Parameterization is oblivious of the set of configuration parameters exercised by each $t$; these are automatically identified in §4.2.1.

### 4.2 Transformation

A parameterized test $\hat{t}(\hat{P})$ may not be a valid ctest—a ctest’s parameter set $\hat{P}$ should include only configuration parameters that can be checked by the ctest—the test logic and oracles should not assume specific parameter values.

Transforming a parameterized test into a ctest consists of (1) identifying the set of configuration parameters that are exercised by each test $t$, denoted as $P$ (§4.2.1), and (2) for each $p \in P$, determining whether the test logic and oracle of $t$ assume any specific value of $p$; if so, $p \notin \hat{P}$ (§4.2.2). Figure 4 shows ctest generation process that transforms from $t$ to $\hat{t}(\hat{P})$.

![Figure 4: Steps in the ctest generation process.](image)

### 4.2.1 Identifying Parameters Exercised in Tests

Static or dynamic analysis can be used to identify $P$ for each test $t$. We implemented and experimented with both. Our static analysis taints the statements that can be reached by $t$ and searches for configuration API usage (§4.1) among the tainted statements. It was straightforward to identify configuration API usages in test code. But, since test code commonly passes configuration values to system code initialization, it is hard to precisely collect the exact configuration API usage in system code that may be reachable from tests. So, static analysis often imprecisely produces a parameter set larger than $P$.

We chose dynamic analysis under the assumption that most test cases are relatively deterministic [15]. Our dynamic analysis requires developers to instrument configuration GET and SET APIs for reading and writing configuration values in the target system, respectively. Our instrumentation inserts code to log the stack trace of each API invocation and the configuration parameter involved. Figure 5 is an example of our instrumentation for Hadoop. With instrumentation in place, our dynamic analysis runs all existing tests and post-processes the log for each test $t$ to automatically identify (1) the set of configuration parameters $P$ exercised by $t$, and (2) parameters written (via the SET API) in $t$ (needed in §4.2.2).

Log processing is automated, as our instrumentation produces easily-parsed output. Our dynamic approach is simple,

```java
static {
    ...
    addDefaultResource("core-default.xml");
    addDefaultResource("core-site.xml");
    + addDefaultResource("core-ctest.xml");
}
/* conf/Configuration.java */
```

1 The GET and SET APIs are common configuration abstractions used in cloud systems written in Java and Python [33, 48, 67, 69]. GET APIs are of the form, "<T> get(Class<T> class, String parameter)"; they take a parameter name and return a value. SET APIs are of the form, "void set(Class<T> class, String parameter, <T> value)"; they reset the original value of the given parameter with the input value. Typically, get and set are declared in wrapper classes such as java.util.Properties for Java and configparser for Python projects.
general, and reliable, requiring modest instrumentation effort (§5.1). Instrumentation of configuration APIs is performed during ctest generation. Instrumentation is neither performed when running ctests nor added to the production system.

For completeness, we consider a test to exercise a parameter if the test uses the parameter’s value as it executes. We do not exclude tests based on potential effectiveness for exposing misconfigurations or bugs. In general, such effectiveness is hard to define or model. Our decision is also justified because GET API invocations alone can expose misconfigurations (e.g., those due to type-casting errors [26]) or bugs (e.g., those caused by failing to trim white space [25]).

4.2.2 Generating Parameter Sets for Ctests

For each test \(i(P)\) that is parameterized after the steps in §4.1 and §4.2.1, our toolchain automatically generates the ctest \(\hat{i}(\hat{P})\) by filtering out configuration parameters in \(P - \hat{P}\):

Respecting intended configuration resets. If a test explicitly resets a configuration parameter to a specific value, then the test logic or its oracle depends on the new value. So, the test cannot be applied to other valid values of the configuration parameter. Our tool automatically identifies all configuration parameters whose values are reset in a test \(t\). It does so by parsing the logs generated by instrumented SET APIs (§4.2.1) and excluding parameters that are reset from \(P\). Note that we do not exclude configuration parameters from \(P\) that are reset in the system (not test) code. System code can reset configuration values in ways that should not impact ctests, e.g., during dynamic configuration tuning.

Detecting implicit assumptions on configuration values. In practice, not all parameter resets are performed using SET APIs. Some tests implicitly assume specific parameter values. Most tests with such implicit assumptions expect default parameter values and do not set them explicitly. If the default value is unchanged, then the tests pass. Although such assumptions constitute bad software engineering practice (“brittle assertions” in the literature [28]), we observe many such cases in the existing test code. Therefore, we automatically identify and exclude from \(\hat{P}\) the parameters on which tests have implicit assumptions.

Our intuition is that, if a test assumes specific values, then it will fail on different but valid values. That is, if \(p \in \hat{P}\), then \(\hat{i}\) should pass on all valid values of \(p\). So, a configuration parameter on which a test makes an implicit assumption can be identified by assigning a different valid value to the parameter and observing the outcome of the existing test.

Our implementation validates whether \(\hat{i}\) makes implicit assumptions on each \(p \in \hat{P}\) by running \(\hat{i}\) with \(p\) instantiated with a few valid values. If \(\hat{i}\) fails on a valid value, then \(\hat{i}\) makes an assumption on the value of \(p\), i.e., \(p \notin \hat{P}\). In our experience in generating thousands of ctests (§5), using up to three values for validation is sufficient to identify configuration parameters on which tests make implicit assumptions.

We use heuristics to automatically generate values for validation from the default value of each configuration parameter, based on the parameter types. For numeric types, we halve and double the original value. For Boolean values, we use the negation. For environment-related values (e.g., path, address, and port), we generate a similar but different value (e.g., a different port number). We use the regular expression described in [77] to infer parameter value types.

These heuristics are not sound; they do not guarantee the validity of generated values. However, the heuristics are simple and practical—only 1.6% of the generated values were invalid due to hidden constraints (§5.3). Our heuristics could not generate valid values for about 16% of parameters: enum options, class names, and commands. We manually selected valid values in these cases. Our future work includes integrating advanced inference tools [44,47,69] to infer valid values for these parameter types.

The validation yields \(\hat{P}\) for each parameterized \(\hat{i}\) transformed from \(t\). If \(\hat{P} \neq \emptyset\), \(\hat{i}(\hat{P})\) is a ctest for all \(p \in \hat{P}\).

4.3 Rewriting

In addition to the generated ctests, one can optionally manually rewrite an existing test to create a new ctest or rewrite a generated ctest to check more configuration parameters. We find two common patterns for rewriting, exemplified in Figure 6. First, many configuration resets in test code are used for setting up the test environment, e.g., a test file, address, port, etc. Those resets are not needed in ctests which are run with actual environment variables. Figure 6a shows this rewriting pattern. There, by simply removing the reset, the ctest can check alluxio.master.rpc.port’s values. Note that removing hardcoded resets may require changing how the test reads the configuration values, if the test code does not use standard APIs (discussed in §5.4). Second, some assertions in the test code assume the default configuration values (§4.2.2) which can be safely removed or rewritten to the actual values.
We share our experience in generating over 7900 ctests by studying: tests, configuration parameters, and how much their configuration APIs represent the state-of-the-art in modern cloud systems, and they expose many opportunities for, and opportunities for, generating ctests in practice.

Table 1: Characteristics of studied systems (test suites, configuration parameters, and instrumentation efforts). The instrumentation includes both parameterization (§4.1) and logging (§4.2.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Module</th>
<th># Tests</th>
<th># Config. Param.</th>
<th>Stmt Cov.</th>
<th>Meth Cov.</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th># Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCommon</td>
<td>hadoop-common</td>
<td>3268</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3268</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>72.6%</td>
<td>323 232 (86.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>hadoop-hdfs</td>
<td>3957</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3957</td>
<td>2309</td>
<td>77.4%</td>
<td>296 284 (95.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>hbase-server</td>
<td>2630</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>2630</td>
<td>2035</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
<td>169 169 (82.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>zookeeper-server</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
<td>32 32 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alluxio</td>
<td>core</td>
<td>1648</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1648</td>
<td>1177</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
<td>515 423 (82.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Characteristics of configuration parameters exercised in software tests of the studied systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Module</th>
<th># Tests</th>
<th># Config. Param.</th>
<th>Stmt Cov.</th>
<th>Meth Cov.</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th># Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCommon</td>
<td>hadoop-common</td>
<td>3268</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3268</td>
<td>1923</td>
<td>72.6%</td>
<td>323 232 (86.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>hadoop-hdfs</td>
<td>3957</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>3957</td>
<td>2309</td>
<td>77.4%</td>
<td>296 284 (95.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>hbase-server</td>
<td>2630</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>2630</td>
<td>2035</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
<td>169 169 (82.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>zookeeper-server</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
<td>32 32 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alluxio</td>
<td>core</td>
<td>1648</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1648</td>
<td>1177</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
<td>515 423 (82.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generating Thousands of Ctests

We share our experience in generating over 7900 ctests by transforming existing tests in five mature and widely-used open-source cloud systems: HCommon (Hadoop runtime and core utilities), HDFS, HBase, ZooKeeper, and Alluxio. We chose these projects for our evaluation (§6) because they are widely studied, their configuration APIs represent the state-of-the-art in modern cloud systems, and they expose many configuration parameters (Table 1). We discuss the feasibility of, and opportunities for, generating ctests in practice.

5.1 Evaluated Systems and their Test Suites

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the cloud systems that we studied: tests, configuration parameters, and how much instrumentation we performed.

Instrumentation effort. Our system-specific instrumentation is modest because each system uses a few classes to implement the configuration APIs. In the worst case, we changed only three classes each in ZooKeeper and Alluxio (“# Class” column in Table 1). It takes more lines of instrumentation for ZooKeeper than the others, because the GET and SET APIs are implemented per configuration parameter; the other four systems implement generic APIs as exemplified in Figure 5.

Tests suites. The studied systems all have a good number of tests, mostly at the unit- and integration-test levels. System-level tests are rare, reflecting a common testing practice in modern systems engineering [60]. Further, all five projects enforce rigorous code commit policies that require every code change to be covered by a test. Code coverage is high (“Test Coverage” in Table 1), with at least 70% statement coverage. Proprietary systems report even higher test coverage [29, 51].

We focus on the core modules of the studied systems ("Module" in Table 2), which are likely to be used in production. In the rest of this paper, we only use the tests in the studied modules, even though tests in the other modules can also be leveraged during ctest generation.

Table 2 shows the percentage of existing tests per module that exercise configuration values ("Using Config.") and the percentage of configuration parameters exercised by tests ("Used in Tests"). We collected these percentages from instrumented configuration API logs (see §4.2.1). Clearly, many tests exercise configuration values and are candidates that can be transformed into ctests. Furthermore, 82.1%–100.0% of configuration parameters across the studied systems are exercised by existing tests. So, most configuration parameters have a chance of being checked by a generated ctest (§5.2).

5.2 Ctest Generation Results

We apply the automated approach in §4.2 to generate ctests from the existing tests in the evaluated systems. We select all 32 configuration parameters in ZooKeeper. For the other

---

```
1  @Ctest
2  void testStartStopPrimary() {
3     conf.set("alluxio.master.rpc.port", TEST_PORT);
4      master = new AlluxioMasterProcess(conf);
5      master.start();
6      ...
7  }
8  /* master/AlluxioMasterProcessTest.java */

(a) Removing hardcoded resets. After removing the conf.set() call, the alluxio.master.rpc.port parameter’s value comes from system configuration. The rewritten ctest can then test alluxio.master.rpc.port.

1  @Ctest
2  void testNameNodeXFrameOptionsEnabled() {
3      ...
4      header = conn.getHeaderField("X-FRAME-OPTIONS");
5      ...
6      assertTrue(header.endsWith(HttpServer.XFrameOption.SAMEORIGIN));
7      + conf.getTrimmed("dfs.xframe.value");
8  }
9  /* namenode/TestNameNodeHttpServerXFrame.java */

(b) Rewriting hardcoded assertions. The rewritten ctest asserts on the actual value of the dfs.xframe.value parameter not its default value (SAMEORIGIN).
```

Figure 6: Two common patterns of test rewrites (§4.3).
systems, we randomly select 90 configuration parameters that are exercised by the tests (“Used in Tests” in Table 2). Note that we sampled 90 parameters mainly to bound our manual inspection effort for analyzing effectiveness and false negatives (Tables 8 and 9). The generation process is mostly automated after API instrumentation.

Table 3 shows ctest generation results. Overall, 88.4%—100% of existing tests that exercise the selected configuration parameters were successfully transformed into ctests. Furthermore, the generated ctests cover 100% of the selected parameters, i.e., each parameter is checked by at least one ctest. The small percentage of tests that could not be transformed as ctests were hardcoded to specific values of all the parameters that they exercise—a ctest is generated as long as it can check at least one configuration parameter. Section 6 discusses the effectiveness of the generated ctests for detecting failure-inducing configurations in different settings.

5.3 Detecting Bugs and Hidden Constraints

Some valid configuration values caused ctests (§4.2.2) to unexpectedly throw runtime exceptions instead of the failed assertions that are typical manifestations of hardcoded tests. We analyze these exceptions and find, surprisingly, that most are caused by (1) previously unknown bugs in the code exposed by configuration changes, or (2) hidden constraints which made seemingly valid configuration values erroneous. We include these ctests which are effective in capturing bugs and misconfigurations in our evaluation.

Dormant bugs exposed by configuration changes. We find 14 previously unknown bugs in the latest versions of the five evaluated systems. 12 of those bugs are confirmed and 10 were fixed by the developers after we reported them; 9 bugs are considered “Major” or “Critical”. Real users encountered a bug after we reported it [24]. 12 of the 14 bugs existed for more than five years in these projects that routinely run static analyses and perform testing. Figure 7 shows one of these bugs, in which changing the value of the parameter to a valid option TopAuditLogger will crash the NameNode of HDFS because a default constructor is required but not implemented.

Hidden configuration constraints. We also discovered 11 hidden constraints that cause the generated values to result in errors. We say these constraints are “hidden” because they were not documented and are not intuitive to discover. Figure 8 is an example of a hidden constraint—the configuration parameter of HBase is constrained by an external library, Jetty. Any configuration value that is smaller than the needed variable’s value in Jetty will cause a runtime exception.

5.4 Rewriting Ctests

We further study the intended configuration resets in test code (§4.2.2) to understand the opportunities and challenges of rewriting tests. We focus on environment-related configuration parameters—as discussed in §4.3, tests often reset configuration values to set up test environments, which are not needed by ctests. For this study, we selected 44 configuration parameters with hardcoded environment settings, including all four from ZooKeeper and 10 from the other four systems. There are altogether 263 tests that reset at least one of the 44 parameters; 233 of these tests were transformed to generate ctests but those ctests cannot check the reset parameters. The 233 generated ctests cover all 44 parameters (Table 3).
We manually applied the two test rewriting rules described in Figure 6 to these 263 tests. Removing hardcoded resets alone (Figure 6a) can enhance 86 tests for ctests to cover 8 parameters. Further, by removing or rewriting hardcoded assertions (Figure 6b), we can enhance 16 more tests. In total, the two test rewriting rules can cover 102 (38.8%) tests for 18 out of 44 parameters. The remaining tests either cannot benefit from rewriting, or require significant changes beyond the two simple patterns in Figure 6.

The test rewriting effort was small in HCommon, HDFS, HBase, and Alluxio for which we rewrote 33 tests for 16 parameters using a total of 90 changed lines. Rewriting a test in these four systems takes only two or three lines of test code (Figure 6). The rewriting effort was much larger in ZooKeeper, mainly because ZooKeeper does not utilize similar configuration APIs (§5.1) as other systems—the test code does not use SET APIs to reset the parameter value as in Figure 6a. So, we wrote a new API to load actual configuration values into the tests; our implementation has 14 lines of code. With our new API, we were able to rewrite 69 tests for two parameters, which takes a total of 103 changed lines.

6 Evaluation of Ctest Effectiveness

We used three experimental settings to extensively evaluate ctests’ effectiveness for testing configurations in context:

1. real-world configuration-induced failures documented in issue tracking databases;
2. diverse injected misconfigurations for configuration parameters that have different value types and semantics;
3. non-default configuration files collected from Docker images hosted at DockerHub [14].

6.1 Evaluating Ctets on Real-world Failures

We evaluate the effectiveness of ctests for detecting failure-inducing configurations that caused real-world failures. Our goal is to see how many of these failures ctests could have been detected earlier.

Configuration-induced failures used. We reproduced 64 real-world configuration-induced failures from the issue-tracking database of the five systems (Table 4). Each failure was reported by real system users and was caused by a configuration change (i.e., a value different from the default was used). These 64 failures have diverse root causes, including 51 misconfigurations and 13 software bugs exposed by valid configuration changes.3 We collected failures from issue-tracking systems instead of user forums or mailing lists because: (1) failures recorded in issue-tracking databases tend to have had large impact, and (2) issue-tracking databases rigorously record the version of the systems on which the

---

Table 4: Statistics on real-world configuration-induced failures from issue-tracking databases used in ctest evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Misconfigs</th>
<th>Bugs (Valid Configs)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCommon</td>
<td>11 (84.6%)</td>
<td>2 (15.4%)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>21 (95.5%)</td>
<td>1 (4.5%)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>8 (61.5%)</td>
<td>5 (38.5%)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>8 (66.7%)</td>
<td>4 (33.3%)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alluxio</td>
<td>3 (75.0%)</td>
<td>1 (25.0%)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>51 (76.9%)</td>
<td>13 (20.3%)</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 5: Ctest effectiveness in detecting real-world configuration-induced failures of various root-cause types. Most types are self-explanatory; value semantic errors refer to misconfigurations that violate the semantics of the configuration parameter, including invalid file paths, URI, IP addresses, permission masks, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root Cause</th>
<th># Failures</th>
<th># (%) Detected by Ctests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gen Only</td>
<td>Gen + Rewrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misconfigurations</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>41 (80.4%) 51 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrupt config files</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 (100.0%) 3 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value type errors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 (100.0%) 3 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-of-range values</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11 (91.7%) 12 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value semantic errors</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16 (72.7%) 22 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency violations</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7 (70.0%) 10 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource violations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (100.0%) 1 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bugs exposed by valid config</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10 (76.9%) 11 (84.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>51 (79.7%) 62 (96.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3For seven failures, misconfigurations triggered bugs in the code. We categorize them as “misconfigurations” in Table 4.

failures were reported, which is critical for reproducing failures. Importantly, we only generate ctests from the tests in the reported version, not from tests in later versions.

Ctests evaluated. For each failure, we identify each configuration parameter $p_i$ and its value $v_i$ in the failure-inducing configuration change (13 of 64 failures involve more than one configuration parameter). We then generate ctests using the method in §4 for $p_i$. Further, we apply the two rewriting rules in §5.4 to enhance 11 generated ctests.

6.1.1 Effectiveness

Table 5 shows the effectiveness of ctests in detecting the 64 real-world failures and the root causes of those failures.

The results are promising. 96.9% (62/64) of the failure-inducing configurations are detected by ctests. All failures due to misconfigurations are detected. Specifically, 79.7% (51/64) of all failures are detected by using only generated ctests; the other 17.2% (11/64) require rewriting of ctests (§5.4). In 9 of the 11 failures that require rewriting, we only remove unnecessary value resets (like in Figure 6a). In the other two, we also change an assertion (like in Figure 6b). The results show that existing tests contain effective test logic and oracles needed to expose failure-inducing configuration changes. By leveraging those test logic/oracles, ctests can effectively detect failure-inducing configuration changes and prevent them from being deployed to production.
By checking the behavior of code that exercise configuration parameters, ctests have generic ability to detect diverse types of misconfigurations, as well as bugs exposed by valid configuration changes (Table 5). That is, ctes are not designed to detect specific types of misconfigurations or bugs. We exemplified failures detected by ctes in Figures 1 and 2. Table 6 shows the failure modes of ctes on the 62 detected configuration-induced failures. Most failures manifested as unexpected runtime exceptions (division by zero, array index out of bound exceptions, etc.) or exceptions thrown by configuration-checking code. We show examples in Figures 2 and 7. Both types of exceptions would have the same impact on production systems if the failure-inducing changes were deployed. In three failures, test assertions fail because of unexpected behavior. The last failure was a test timeout that occurred because the configuration change caused the system to hang (similar to Figure 9a).

Two of the 64 failures were not detected by ctes [2, 80]. In ALLUXIO-9810 [2], the root cause is a buggy shell script that no test invoked. The root cause of ZOOKEEPER-2299 [80] is a bug in a method that no test in the reported ZooKeeper version exercised. Both bugs can be detected by extending the test suite. In fact, for ZOOKEEPER-2299, the latest ZooKeeper version includes a test from which we have now generated a ctest that detects this bug.

### 6.1.2 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Techniques

Table 7 compares ctes with two state-of-the-art configuration checking techniques, PCheck [67] and Spellcheck [48]. Both PCheck and Spellcheck are designed for cloud systems and do not require additional training data or rule sets.

None of the 13 failures induced by valid configuration changes triggering bugs in code can be detected by existing configuration validation or automatic misconfiguration detection techniques, because those techniques only check whether configuration values are valid.

Ctes detected all misconfigurations among the real-world failures, including many that are challenging for state-of-the-art checking and detection techniques to detect. Spellcheck only detects value-type errors. In our real-world configuration-induced failure dataset (Table 5), only three failures were caused by value-type errors.

The following misconfigurations detected by ctes cannot be detected by PCheck: (1) two misconfigurations leading to non-crashing behavior (e.g., Figure 1), (2) five misconfigurations involving operations that have side effects (e.g., writing files), and (3) three misconfigurations that require client-side interactions to expose. Note that PCheck performs post-deployment configuration validation; PCheck does not run tests but instruments deployed systems. Ctes detect misconfigurations early, during pre-deployment testing. PCheck has two limitations that ctes do not have: (1) PCheck cannot have side effects in the production environment, and (2) PCheck cannot deal with external dependencies and events (e.g., client operations) [67]. Moreover, unlike PCheck, ctes can find bugs resulting from valid configuration changes.

### 6.2 Evaluating Ctes on Diverse Misconfigurations

We ran ctes on injected misconfigurations to (1) systematically evaluate ctes’ effectiveness on many diverse configuration parameters with different value types and semantics, and (2) experimentally evaluate ctes on misconfigurations that were not in the failures from issue-tracking databases.

**Injected misconfigurations.** We generate up to three erroneous values for each of the 392 configuration parameters in §5. We use the misconfiguration generation rules proposed for misconfiguration injection testing [31, 32, 69]. But we exclude rules such as case alternation and random fuzzing, which lead to many false errors. Note that the misconfiguration generation rules are different from the heuristics for generating valid values in §4.2.2. Specifically, we generate misconfigurations based on the types and semantics of each configuration parameter. For Boolean or enum types, we generate invalid options. For numeric types, we generate values containing alphabetic characters, and out-of-range values (smaller/larger than the min/max value). For parameters without explicit data ranges specified in the configuration file, we use the range of their data type, e.g., INT_MAX as the maximum value of integers. For strings, erroneous values are generated based on the semantics of the parameter. We follow the fine-grained rules defined in [32, 69]. For example, for file-path parameters, we generate non-existent files, incorrect file content, and incorrect file types. We reviewed each generated erroneous value to reduce false errors.

Ctes evaluated. We use the generated ctes from §5. For each erroneous value $e$ generated for $p$, we create a configuration diff $D_e = \{(p \rightarrow e)\}$ that sets $p$’s value to $e$. We run all
Table 8: Ctest effectiveness in detecting injected misconfigurations per parameter. "Complete", "Partial", and "None" refer to number of parameters with all, some (but not all), and none of the injected misconfigurations detected, respectively. "N/A" refers to the number of parameters in which all the generated misconfigurations turned out to be valid due to the imprecision of error generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Complete</th>
<th>Partial</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCommon</td>
<td>43 (48.3%)</td>
<td>22 (24.7%)</td>
<td>24 (27.0%)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>67 (77.9%)</td>
<td>12 (14.0%)</td>
<td>7 (8.1%)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>52 (61.9%)</td>
<td>23 (27.4%)</td>
<td>9 (10.7%)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>20 (90.9%)</td>
<td>2 (9.1%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alluxio</td>
<td>43 (47.8%)</td>
<td>15 (16.7%)</td>
<td>32 (35.6%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Root causes of false negatives among the injected misconfiguration values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>No Observable Symptom Correction Mask No Exposure No Oracle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCommon</td>
<td>14 (14.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>4 (11.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>25 (46.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>2 (100.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alluxio</td>
<td>3 (2.7%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10: Two patterns that lead to false negatives during misconfiguration injection.

(a) An example of error correcting code in ZooKeeper

```java
if (snapRetainCount < 3) {
    LOG.warn("Invalid autopurge.snapRetainCount: ",
            + snapRetainCount + ". Defaulting to 3");
    snapRetainCount = 3;
}
/* quorum/QuorumPeerConfig.java */
```

(b) An example of partial-failure masking in HDFS

```java
if (snapRetainCount < 3) {
    LOG.warn("Invalid autopurge.snapRetainCount: "
            + snapRetainCount + ". Defaulting to 3");
    snapRetainCount = 3;
}
/* quorum/QuorumPeerConfig.java */
```

the ctests for $p$ on each $D_e$ and check whether any ctest fails on $e$. Unlike in §6.1, we do not rewrite ctests in this evaluation due to the larger size of experiments. So, our effectiveness results are a lower bound.

6.2.1 Effectiveness on Injected Misconfigurations

Table 8 shows the effectiveness of ctests in detecting the injected misconfigurations. Ctests detect all injected errors for 47.8%–90.9% of parameters and at least one injected error for 64.4%–100% of the parameters across the five systems.

Figure 9 shows two non-trivial misconfigurations detected by ctests. In Figure 9a, a ctest detects an invalid random device file path in HCommon by using the referred device to generate random bytes. Very few existing misconfiguration detection tools check file content; they mostly just check file paths and metadata. In Figure 9b, most reader and writer implementations of HBase are interoperable, but a few are not. Ctests checked the interoperability of a specific (reader, writer) pair and detected this non-trivial misconfiguration. The non-interoperability was neither documented nor checked in the system code before we reported it [22]. Using the non-interoperability configurations will fail HBase region servers.

The generated ctests failed to detect 28.4% (300 of 1055) injected misconfigurations, i.e., false negatives. The results are consistent with the evaluation of misconfigurations without rewriting in §6.1. Recall that we do not rewrite tests in this evaluation, which could improve ctest adequacy (§6.1).

We inspected the 300 false negatives. Table 9 shows root causes of false negatives and their distribution. 75.3% of false negatives are due to inadequacy of ctests that either does not expose the effects of the misconfigurations or does not have oracles to check the effects. Many of these effects are non-functional (e.g., performance issues). Moreover, unlike real-world failures (§6.1), many injected misconfigurations are expected to be uncommon in practice. So, the systems have no error-checking logic or test code. For example, in HDFS, negative io.seqfile.compress.blocksize values cause se-
Figure 11: Time-budget analysis results. The results show the effectiveness of detecting misconfigurations if only ctests that finish under each time budget are run. The \( \infty \) budget is equivalent to times from Table 8 where “Complete” and “Partial” are defined. We use the shaded budgets for experiments in §6.3.

We observe that different budget ranges are needed for different systems given their different test characteristics. For example, ZooKeeper does not have many unit tests but relies mostly on integration tests. So, ZooKeeper needs larger per-test time budgets than other systems. Further, all ctests in HCommon finish under two seconds, so there is no decline in effectiveness across the time budgets shown. The key result from Figure 11 is that smaller per-test budgets can still achieve similar levels of effectiveness as running all the ctests for all projects except for Zookeeper. We use the shaded budgets in Figure 11 for evaluating ctests on real-world configuration files in §6.3.2 because they achieve good time-effectiveness tradeoff. We use a minimal per-test budget of 4 seconds to leave room for performance variability.

### 6.3 Evaluating Ctests on Configuration Files

We evaluate the effectiveness of ctests using configuration files collected from public Docker images. The experiments also enable us to measure the false positives and overhead of ctests on real-world configuration files (these are hard to systematically evaluate in §6.1 and §6.2).

**Evaluated configuration files.** We extract 92 configuration files from Docker images hosted on DockerHub [14] using the method described in [68]. We randomly sample 20 Docker images from the most popular 300 image repositories on DockerHub for the five systems. We only find 12 Alluxio image repositories that use non-default configuration files on DockerHub. We use the most recent image in each repository. The average number of configuration parameters in these files is 5.8 (the minimum is one and the maximum is 29).

**Ctests evaluated.** We generate ctests using the method in §4. For each configuration file \( f \), we create a diff \( D_f = \{(p \rightarrow v_f)\} \) for all \( v_f \) explicitly set in \( f \) and run all the ctests that cover at least one parameter in \( D_f \) (see §3.2). We use the selected per-test budget from §6.2.2 to run ctests on each configuration file. We run ctests against the configuration files on our server, rather than deploying the ctest infrastructure in each image’s container to reduce the cost of resolving dependencies and setting up environments (many images are built from old OS distributions with incompatible dependencies).

#### 6.3.1 Ctests Effectiveness on Configuration Files

Table 10 presents the effectiveness of ctests on real-world configuration files. Surprisingly, many configuration files did not pass the ctests. We inspected all failed ctests and found 85 of 537 values to be erroneous. 76 of 85 erroneous values are correct in the container, but fail ctests because (1) certain files, IP addresses and ports in the containers do not exist or are not available on our server, and (2) the ctests are generated from tests from a newer version of the system—the configuration values in the images are no longer correct. We reported one such case, ALLUXIO-3402 [1], where the configuration parameter alluxio.user.file.metadata.load.type has the value “Always” in an image, scality/alluxio. But, in the latest Alluxio, an all-capitalized parameter value is required. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th># Files Tested</th>
<th># Files that Fail Ctests</th>
<th># False Alarms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCommon</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alluxio</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Results of running ctests on real-world configuration files collected from Docker images.
We measure the ctest-running time per configuration file. To this end, we profiled the time taken to run each ctest under its time budget and compare it with the baseline time taken to run the original tests. Alluxio takes less than 10 minutes for the ctests to complete. The results show that the running times of the ctests are similar to those of the original tests (not ctests). Table 11 shows the average total ctest-running time per configuration file for running all the ctests in the seven Docker images, including malformed files, value-type errors, and dependency violations, which are misconfigurations in the native container. Based on our inspection on the seven Docker images, we suspect some of these misconfigurations may be caused by custom scripts that overwrite those files. Unfortunately, we did not find any documentation for five of the seven Docker images on DockerHub.

### Zero false positives found.
We expected a few false positives due to tests that assume some values but were not identified when generating parameter sets for ctests—the heuristics for generating valid values for validation are unsound (§4.2.2). However, we found no false positives (Table 10).

### 6.3.2 Ctest Running Time on Configuration Files
We measure the ctest-running time per configuration file. Table 11 shows the average total ctest-running time per configuration file when running ctests that finish within the per-test time budgets selected in §6.2.2. HCommon, ZooKeeper, and Alluxio take less than ten minutes. HDFS and HBase have longer-running tests and take few tens of minutes.

We run all ctests with the `inf` budget and compare it with running the ctests under the time budget. There is no difference in the effectiveness of ctests that show that the budgets are sufficient. We also compare total running time of all ctests with a baseline total time for running all the original software tests from which the ctests are generated. The results show that the running times of the ctests are similar to those of the original software tests (“Baseline” in Table 11). The running time for HBase is about 70% of its baseline because many tests in HBase aborted the execution and failed quickly due to the exceptions triggered by misconfigurations.

### Discussion and Limitations
There is no silver bullet against configuration-induced failures. Ctests offer a simple, effective way to detect failure-inducing configurations, and are complementary to existing techniques.

The effectiveness of generated ctests depends on the adequacy of the original tests. On the evaluated systems, which have abundant tests, ctests outperform state-of-the-art tools. However, ctests cannot be generated if there are no existing tests, which is why no ctest exposed the two bugs in the evaluation (§6.1.1). Mature software systems will likely benefit from ctests because they have comprehensive test suites [29, 51].

For newer projects or projects with less comprehensive test suites, the generation of ctests could be limited. Note that the concept of ctests is not limited by the generation method discussed in §4. Ctests can be implemented by developers, just like they implement regular software tests.

Ctests cannot localize the root causes of configuration-induced failures. Based on our analysis of ctest results (§6.2 and §6.3), root cause localization can usually be done efficiently by analyzing the stack traces. However, a few failures take considerable time to understand, due to (1) complexity of configuration value propagation and transformation, or (2) unexpected, hidden configuration constraints (e.g., Figure 8). Fault localization [64] for configuration-induced failures can be developed to automate root cause analysis.

Ctests can increase the cost of regression testing, which is already expensive. Section 6.3.2 shows that running ctests for the evaluated systems takes reasonable time. On the other hand, we believe that the cost of running ctests can be significantly reduced by developing ctest reduction, prioritization, and minimization techniques, as was done for regression testing [72]. One direction is to analyze ctest code and to understand how each ctest exercises configuration changes, towards reducing and prioritizing ctests. Ctests running time can also be further reduced by running ctests in parallel.

The ctest generation described in §4 is neither sound nor complete. First, the heuristics for detecting implicit test assumptions (§4.2.2) are unsound and could lead to false negatives in detecting bugs. Our heuristics minimize false positives. Second, dynamically tracing test executions to identify parameters exercised in tests (§4.2.1) is incomplete, because configuration changes could lead to different execution paths. Like any other form of testing, we do not claim completeness.

Like any other pre-deployment testing, ctests are fundamentally limited by a possible mismatch between the test environment and the production environment. Such a mismatch could lead to both false positives and false negatives.

### 8 Related Work
The severity and prevalence of configuration-induced failures [18, 19, 34, 35, 40, 42, 55, 74] has resulted in novel techniques for misconfiguration troubleshooting and debugging [3, 4, 46, 61–63, 73]. Advanced techniques have also been developed for diagnosing production failures [10, 13, 30, 79]. Ctests proactively detect failure-inducing configuration changes to prevent production failures in the first place.

Ctests is complementary to our prior work, PCheck [67]. We compared ctests with PCheck [67] in §6.1.2, despite

### Table 11: The number of ctests and their running time (in minutes) per configuration file using all ctests, and ctests within time budget (selected in §6.2.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Ctests with Budget</th>
<th># All Ctests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ctests</td>
<td>Runtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCommon</td>
<td>1014.20</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>1850.75</td>
<td>120.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>842.75</td>
<td>140.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>39.55</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alluxio</td>
<td>796.5</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the running time of the ctests is neither sound nor complete. First, the heuristics for detecting implicit test assumptions (§4.2.2) are unsound and could lead to false negatives in detecting bugs. Our heuristics minimize false positives. Second, dynamically tracing test executions to identify parameters exercised in tests (§4.2.1) is incomplete, because configuration changes could lead to different execution paths. Like any other form of testing, we do not claim completeness.

Like any other pre-deployment testing, ctests are fundamentally limited by a possible mismatch between the test environment and the production environment. Such a mismatch could lead to both false positives and false negatives.
PCheck being a post-deployment technique. Note that PCheck can only detect misconfigurations, because it considers only statements on the data-flow path of each configuration value. Differently, ctests can detect valid configuration changes that expose bugs in the code, a common type of failure-inducing configuration changes [55]. Techniques designed for pre- and post-deployment have fundamentally different opportunities and challenges. In our experience, it is difficult (if not impossible) for auto-generated checking code to deal with many sophisticated real-world misconfigurations. This was the main motivation behind ctests which can exercise code and configurations together. But post-deployment techniques such as PCheck do not have problems caused by the mismatches between the test and the production environments.

We mentioned in §3.2 that ctests are complementary to configuration validation and misconfiguration detection [6, 27, 38, 43, 44, 49, 50, 55, 59, 61, 62, 66, 67, 75, 77], similar to how software testing complements static bug detection tools. Ctests can detect failure-inducing configuration changes that are challenging for existing techniques to detect, e.g., valid configuration changes that expose bugs. Most automated detection techniques only focus on specific types of misconfigurations. For example, Rex [38] detects dependency violations between source-code files and configuration files which should be updated together. Ctests are not specific to any type of misconfigurations or software bugs—they detect failure-inducing configuration changes based on the resulting program behavior. A common class of existing validation/detection techniques requires validation rules or training data that either do not exist (e.g., for systems that we evaluate) or are not available (we found no rule sets or training data online). In contrast, ctests do not rely on external rule sets or training data—they leverage existing abundant test cases.

Ctests complement software and system testing. In essence, ctests enhance existing testing techniques to focus on the actual configurations in production or configurations to be deployed, given that testing all possible configurations is infeasible. A ctest is a parameterized test. But ctests differ from traditional parameterized unit tests (PUTs) [57, 58] in goal, parameter source, and generation method. The goal of PUTs is to allow developers rerun the same test against different inputs, to cover more program paths. The goal of ctests is to connect production system configurations to software tests, to find failure-inducing configuration changes. The inputs to PUTs are either specified by developers or automatically generated by symbolic execution, but the inputs to ctests are read from the system configuration files or diffs.

9 Conclusion

This paper proposes ctests to connect software testing with production system configurations to enable detecting failure-inducing configurations during testing. We present how to generate ctests from existing software tests that are abundant in mature cloud systems. We show that ctests are effective in detecting real-world failure-inducing configurations, including both misconfigurations and dormant software bugs exposed by valid configuration changes. Our goal of ctests is to make testing of configuration changes a key component of configuration management and fill the missing piece in the practice of treating configuration as code. We have made all the code and datasets available at: https://github.com/xlab-uiuc/openctest.
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